
 

 

 

 



The Great British Long Jump 2018 

Name of Pilot – William Wood 

Name of Co-Pilot – Matthew Billing 

Retrieve Driver – Peter Ollivere  

Balloon Reg – G-CBEJ  

Balloon Type and Size – Thunder and Colt 120A 

Date of Flight  - 9th of October 2018 

Propane at Start – 580 litres plus 40 litres inflation 

Propane at finish – 30 litres 

Starting place – Chideock, Dorset (50° 43' 40.7676'' N, 2° 48' 

52.9776'' W) 

Landing Place - Southrepps, Near Cromer, Norfolk (52° 53' 18.366'' 

N, 1° 21' 35.8452'' E)  

Start Time – 0810 BST  

Landing Time – 1600 BST  

Duration of Flight – 7 hours, 50 minutes 

Straight Line Distance Claimed – 233 miles 

Average Speed – 30.5 miles per hour  

Maximum Height Flown – 3,900ft 

Wind Direction – 054 degrees 

Landing Drag – 80ft 



It was the 25th of September, Will and I are on our way to pick up his balloon for him to fly his Type 

Rating Exam with Tony Brown. On the way to picking it up I turned to Will and said “I’d love to do the 

Long Jump one year. It just seems like a great adventure you know”?   

“Why not this year”?  Will replied. 

After the exam was finished and Will had everything ticked off, we started planning. There was 

already a lot of information, possible routes and ideas laid out from Will’s previous Long Jumps, so 

the ground work was already there! We contacted Peter Ollivere, another Eastbourne based 

balloonist whom I’ve been flying and crewing with for about fifteen years.   

After a brief second to consider, Peter gave the affirmative, and our team was complete. 

After missing one slot due to cider deliveries (sorry chaps) we found a forecast that showed 25 knots 

along one of our proposed routes. The flight was on! 

Choosing Chideock as our launchsite, we loaded up the trailer, now hitched on the back of Peter’s 

Discovery and travelled across the coast to a lovely little pub, before heading to a Bed and Breakfast 

owned by one of Will’s friends’ parents. I don’t think any of us got much sleep that night. The 

excitement and the rather daunting task of what was about to happen suddenly sunk in! 

The alarm sounded at 6am and we drove onto the launch field and headed for a sheltered corner. 

The basket was unloaded and the tanks were placed inside. This wasn’t a big basket, an early 

Lindstrand 77 I believe, but we had five V30’s and a Worthington on the inside, with a further four 

V30’s strapped to the outside for a total of 580 litres, plus another 40L strapped to the side for 

inflation. Luckily, we had a T&C 

120 to take all this weight! 

The balloon laid out and the fan 

on, we had a rather gusty inflation 

followed by a great deal of 

thrashing around. In any normal 

case, we may have ripped out and 

said “Sod it”, but this was the Long 

Jump!  

After a quick bounce off Peter’s 

Discovery’s front grill (again, sorry Peter) we were airborne. A hell of a lot of false lift was carrying us 

across the field, but with one of the burners held open, with a few frequent bursts from the other, 

we were out of the gusts and into the air proper. It was time to do some serious flying.  

A speed of 22 knots was found at around 2,300ft and a good track was found. We followed this for 

around thirty minutes before climbing up to 3,200ft where we found 28 knots. That was more like it! 



Will was doing a great job on the radio through various 

airspace and navigating, whereas I was left to do the 

flying. The balloon was seriously heavy at this point and 

we were going through fuel at around 2L/min. Not ideal, 

but we knew with each burn, we were getting lighter, and 

we also had a plan… 

We contacted Peter to say that we’d be dropping our 

empty external tanks somewhere near Marlborough and 

if he’d be okay to pick them up. He agreed and we sought 

a route to take us over a field that was suitable for some 

“weight management”. 

A suitable field on our track was located, but we were 

whipping along, 19 knots at about 6 feet above the 

ground. Needs must though, and Will manoeuvred us to 

a 

few feet above the earth and “BOMBS AWAY!” 

the four tanks hit the soft earth, rolled a little, 

before settling in somewhat close proximity to 

each other. 

The difference this made was instantly 

noticeable. We soared back up at around 

600ft/min and we were now burning a hell of a 

lot less, meaning we were eeking out a much 

nicer 1.1L/min.  

We ascended back to around 3,500ft and found 

our perfect track once again. Then the game of finding the fastest wind in the layers was on. 25, 27, 

29 and then there it was 30 knots! A band around 100ft was guiding us towards our originally 

planned target, Cromer! 

We passed several great landmarks on our flight. We flew right over the driveway to Longleat House, 

where we attended the Sky Safari only a couple of weeks prior. The “Sheds” at RAF Cardington were 

a nice bit of nostalgia for me, having attended the wonderful record breaking inflation day there 

some twenty one years prior.  



Other highlights were passing 

beside Salisbury Plain, passing 

over the Devizes locks, flying 

straight over the city of Oxford 

and the Millbrook Proving Ground.  

After we passed the 150 mile 

mark, it really dawned on us that 

this could be a very special flight. 

Our fuel consumption was good, 

the direction and speed was in our 

favour and Cromer looked like a 

genuine possibility. Will was doing 

a fantastic job on the radio, talking 

to the many airports we were 

passing, whilst I kept us at a level 

flight.  

The 200 mile mark was met with celebratory hugs and, in the distance, we could see the Wash. We 

had around 120 litres of propane left and Cromer just kept getting closer. Our gas usage was down 

to just under a litre a minute, the track was still spot on and it looked like we were actually going to 

run out of land, not propane!  

We skimmed Norwich airport and started 

looking for a suitable spot to land. We 

waited until the GPS read 230 miles point to 

point and started the descent.  Will asked 

Norwich to report speed and direction on 

the ground. We were told Direction: 210 and 

speed: 10 knots.  

As we descended, we steered round to the 

left and looked out for a place to land. We 

were still reading 21 knots at around 700 

feet, so field selection was quite simple… 

Big!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



After missing the corner of one field, we aimed for a long ploughed field and braced for landing. Ten 

knots this weren’t! We were now so light, the mouth was closing as we were descending. We simply 

weren’t heavy enough. Will operated the rip, whilst I was trying to burn without scorching the 

envelope. We made our final approach, gave a quick double burn to try and level out and braced for 

landing.  

The drag was quite short lived thanks to the RDS, but we 

managed to fill the basket with a lot of mud and dust! When 

it all settled we crawled out of the basket and checked the 

GPS. 233 miles point to point, what a result! Looking at the 

map, we’d landed three fields in from the sea. We couldn’t 

have got much further if we’d tried. 

We packed away the balloon and took it to the edge of the 

field, checked on our phones to see if the pub in the village 

was open, then headed there for a celebratory pint and wait 

for the retrieve. Peter arrived around an hour later and after 

congratulations and thanks, we went back to pick the balloon 

up and head off. 

We were now very close to where 

Peter was stationed during his RAF 

days, in Coltishall. The team was 

now on a tour around his old 

neighbourhood, stopping to revisit 

the house where he once lived with 

his wife and young children. We 

then went to the local pub The 

Kings Head for a survivor’s dinner, 

complete with the local Abbots Ale 

and headed home.   

Special thanks to Ken & Jeff at Virgin for lending us the balloon. Thanks also to John Rose for getting 

us clearance through Brize if we needed it. But of course, a HUGE Thanks to Peter for the use of his 

car and driving the epic retrieve across country and picking up the tanks 

for us en route!  

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Great British Long Jump 2018 

 
Name of Pilots……………………….Peter Gregory & Tom Hook 

Name of Balloon………………………………Fat Parrot 

Type and size of Balloon…………………………CAM Z-120 

Date of flight………………………………….26th OCTOBER 2018 

Propane at start…………………………12 tanks/ 630 litres 

Propane at finish………………………………..……..30 litres 

Starting place…………Innerleithen Scotland 55.612456, -3.058351 

Landing place…………Sturton by Stow 53.309153, -0.686743 

Start time………………………………………………………..…0820 

Duration of flight……………………………………8hrs 30 mins 

Straight line distance claimed………………………185.4 miles 

Average speed………………………………………………21.8 mph 

Maximum height flown………………………………5000 feet 

Wind direction……………………………………………160 degrees 

Witnesses to take-off……Graham, Cleikum Mill Lodge 07790592747 

(inc. tel. no. & email) 

Witnesses to landing……Mr Butcher, Westwood Farm - LN1 2AP 

(inc. tel no. & email ) 

                                          

Length of landing drag……………………….40 yards 

 

 

Signature of Pilot 

 



 



26th October 2018 Thomas Hook & Peter Gregory 

Thomas & Peter had never done a long jump before and so decided to collaborate and partake 

in this years long jump competition! Thomas offered the balloon, vehicle and some gas, 

whilst Peter provided the remaining gas and his particular expertise on the Air band Radio 

having recently fully qualified as a commercial airline pilot. 

On Thursday 25th October, with time running thin, both pilots had agreed that a potential slot 

had presented itself for the following day. A north-westerly turning into a north-north-

westerly meant that a launch to the north could allow for a flight back toward the east coast. 

At 12:00pm Thursday, Peter and his mother Louise Gregory (amazing crew) loaded their car 

up and left Cirencester with tanks, snacks, bags and drinks and following a delay up the M1 

made it to Tibshelf, Derbyshire after 4.5 hours. Whilst on their journey Peter did a final 

weather check, confirmed it with Thomas and together they located the nearest town 

according to the met, which was Peebles, a royal burgh in Peebleshire. Accommodation was 

booked instantly in Peebles and after explaining the intentions of the teams stop over, the 

accommodation owner Graham even said he’d help us find a grass field to launch from. 

Already the team were behind schedule, but upon their arrival, Peter & Louise along with 

Thomas and his father Richard (also amazing crew) finished loading up the van which 

consisted of 4 seats, 2 fans, 1 balloon (120,000ft3), one basket, burner and 13 tanks, a slightly 

tight fit to put it mildly! The team headed off North straight away, the driving time to Peebles 

was another 4.5 hours, so with Louise in the back seat and unable to escape for a toilet stop, 

Thomas and Peter in the passenger seats analysing maps under phone lit torches, Richard 

drove the entire route up towards Peebles. Having arrived late in Tibshelf, Derbyshire it 

meant the team didn’t arrive there until 22:30pm. 

 

Due to the outside temperatures and the absence of nitrogen, a couple of the tanks were taken 

inside the accommodation overnight to keep warm, it was forecast almost freezing on the 

ground at 8am the next morning and some chilly sub zero temperatures at 5000ft. Pressure 

was one of the concerns throughout the flight as these temperatures were not forecast to 

warm up quickly nor throughout the day. 

 

       
             5000ft                                       2000ft                                    Surface 

 



 

Whilst Thomas and Peter were making their final flight plans before bed, the crew made a 

smart decision to locate the nearest public house for a well earned beverage, or two. Late 

night flight plans included contacting Danger areas D512/D510 to seek permission to pass. 

After no success, it was decided to navigate through these areas as to avoid getting shot down 

or hit by a jet. 

Following a quick sleep, the morning alarms chimed at 6am, Thomas and Peter made their 

final weather checks, the winds were unchanged and although patches of rain/sleet were 

forecast throughout the morning a small slot for launch between 8am-9am was available. This 

was it! After a quick shower and breakfast, the warm tanks were loaded back into the van and 

after a subsequent conversation with Graham, the YMCA owner, the team headed towards a 

local launch site just south of Peebles, a publicly used car park in the form of a grass field 

located at 488895/6166008. 

Initial set up in the dark took the team an hour. The basket in use was the largest basket 

available without partition which meant 4 V30 tanks were strapped to the outside, whilst 6 

60L titaniums remained inside, along with 2 Worthington’s and one more V30 for inflation 

which would be left behind after launch. There was still plenty of room inside the basket to 

keep warm, in the form of squats! Once the bottom end was fully rigged and balloon laid out, 

a final attempt to contact danger areas was made, with no luck again, it meant that the pilots 

would have to go in between them. 

 

 

    
 

At 8:20am Thomas began to inflate the balloon (G-CCEN) amongst some medium gusting. 

The launch site provided some shelter to the vast hillsides which surrounded the location in 

Peebles, however it did mean that a steep climb was needed following the launch in order to 

avoid any concerns. The nearest peak was some 1200ft above the launch site and only 1km 

away. After all pre flight checks had been confirmed, the balloon was finally launched with 

both pilots naturally undertaking the responsibility of the burner. 

 

 

 



    
 

 

 

Fortunately the immediate wind direction took us away from any obstacles, which also 

included a public bike track, and some tall conifers just downwind. Within the first minute of 

flight, it began to snow! It was at this point that Thomas decided to tell his girlfriend Emma 

that he was doing the long jump, so with a quick face time video Emma watched both pilots 

and the balloon ascend to 2000ft where the snow scattered the view of the Scottish hill side. 

The gradient wind was stable, 20kts but slightly different as forecast, a heading of 140 was 

predicted yet the direction in real time was 160, this meant the track would’ve been too far 

south too early and would’ve put us in D150. A new heading of 135 was now needed so 

flight was maintained lower in order to get some left. After 10-15 minutes of some worrying 

and getting nothing better than 150, a valley near Hawick presented itself. The valley winds 

proved plentiful with regards to steerage but were not kind with speed, only 6kts doing 090. 

There was no choice but to stay in the valley and maintain the heading but already we knew 

we were sacrificing some distance to achieve this. 



 
 

 

After passing Hawick, the pilots kept the balloon low and after changing the 1st tank after 

40minutes, they hogged the ground where safe and necessary to maintain what was now 

consistently 140 and to allow successful passage of the danger zones. The altitude was 

interchanged to try and keep some speed along with direction at the same time, but getting 

the best of both was proving difficult. The crew in the meantime had stayed off the main 

roads and motorways and stayed close by to try and get some photos. They then headed to 

‘the last cafe in England’ for breakfast - smart! 

 

   
 

 

Once through the danger zone corridor, as it was then named, Thomas & Peter started to 

climb to avoid Newcastle Airspace. The forecast had informed us of a direction that would 

veer round to 160 at height, however at 5000ft although this was accurate the speed was only 



22kts. On the way up Thomas noticed a layer of wind at 3500ft which had 30kts and still a 

fairly good direction. For a few hours, the pilots cruised at 28-30kts just under a layer of 

scattered clouds, which in turn sucked the balloon up and consequently spat it back out from 

time to time. 

Having been listening to Newcastle, it was not necessary to contact them, we remained 

distant from them at this point and as we passed Stanhope we missed the outer edge of their 

airspace. The next challenge was to avoid danger areas D408, Feldom Ranges, located 5km 

north west of Richmond and D442, 10km to the south. Peter liaised with contacts at D408 

and managed to get permission through this area, however we were not allowed through 

D442 as it was active. 

 

 

   
 

Slowly the wind direction and speed became very consistent, the average speed varied 

between 20-25kts and heading between 150-165, this was to be expected, as the forecast 

didn’t show any signs of any quicker winds, even up to 10,0000ft. 

 After surpassing D408 and avoiding D442 Thomas & Peter started their communications 

with MATZ. With a more consistent wind direction now than at any point previously, it was 

apparent that the track would be heading in towards Leeming airspace who very kindly 

advised us throughout our passing after Tom had a go on the radio. Peter was also attempting 

to now communicate with Sherbern, a small airfield to the south whom would be on the 

balloons track, Sherbern barely acknowledged the Balloon, and so a transit above 2000ft was 

practiced. As we passed over, we saw the light aircraft in circuit and practicing their touch 

and go’s. 

 

      
 



Once east of Harrogate and still heading south east, the main concern was to now avoid class 

D airspace, Leeds Bradford CTR and Sheffield Doncaster CTR, the latter being the more 

probable concern. The heading was proving difficult, with no steerage the flight plan 

naturally took us past Leeds, 

but it was apparent that we would be heading towards Sheffield Doncaster CTR. Thomas 

looked up the activity and departures within the airspace for the afternoon. 

So this was it, after leaving Sherbern airspace at 15:10pm, 6hours & 50 minutes after launch, 

Thomas & Peter were contemplating a landing to the north of Doncaster near Pollington. The 

crew were informed and headed to a rough landing location. However, due to little activity 

within the airspace at Sheffield, only 2 embraer’s active, both pilots thought, why not give it 

a try! Peter made initial contact with Sheffield Doncaster and asked for permission to transit 

directly 

 

26th October 2018 

over head. It was to our surprise that complete passage was granted between 2000-3000ft 

AGL. 

This allowed the flight to continue into Lincolnshire, we flew overhead Gainsborough when 

we decided it was time to land. We were now on our last tanks, once both of them were 

beginning to read, a descent to low altitude was made in order to begin planning approaches. 

After a short time scouting ahead in the countryside south of Gainsborough, a relatively small 

stubble field with no gate was located. 

Upon final approach, Thomas and Peter realised it would be a relatively quick landing, some 

20kts+ as the ground winds were consistent with winds all the way up and had been 

throughout the afternoon. Upon impact, all the small items went backwards as they bounced 

outwards of the basket, luckily the RDS proved worthy and stopped the balloon within 50 

yards of touch down, after 8.5 hours the flight was complete, the final destination was just 

east of Westwood Farm, Sturton by Stow, 654293/5908910. A friendly local farmer at 

Westwood Farm advised us of the landowner, once packed away we followed directions and 

left a bottle and a note. 

 

    
 

26th October 2018 Thomas Hook & Peter Gregory 

The team traveled back to Thomas’ which at this point was only a 55 minute drive away, so it 

made sense for Peter and Louise to join the Hook’s for a curry, cooked by Cheryl and then 

head back the morning after sorting out all the equipment once more. 

 



 
Following the publications of all long jump results for the 2018 year, a full video will be 

released to show Thomas & Peter’s long jump experience, including what some would call in 

interesting landing! You can view the video on YouTube by searching on the 

HookBallooning channel, it will also be shared on Facebook. 

 

 

               
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Great British Long Jump 2018 

Name of Pilot………Jonathan Tyrrell 

Name of Co-pilot…….None 

Name of Balloon………Ladybird 

Type and size of Balloon….…Cameron N-105 (G-BWDH) 

Date of flight………16th OCTOBER 2018 

Propane at start………468 Litres (10 tanks) 

Propane at finish………37 Litres 

Starting place…..…Newport City Airfield, South Wales 

Landing place….…Long Drax (Nr Selby, North Yorkshire) 

Start time……08:30 

Duration of flight………6 hours 35 minutes 

Straight line distance claimed……172 statute miles 

Average speed…………26 mph 

Maximum height flown………10,440 feet 

Wind direction…………South Westerly (between 225 and 185) 

Witnesses to take-off……Ken Bowen 

(inc. tel. no. & email) 

                                          ……01633 279222 

Witnesses to landing……Mr Miller 

(inc. tel no. & email ) 

                                         …….01757 618310 

Length of landing drag………150 feet 

 

Signature of Pilot……  



 

For me, one of the appeals of ballooning, generally, has always been the sense of adventure it gives 

you. I cannot claim that my long jump attempt did anything that nobody else has done before but I 

can claim, with pride, that I pushed my own boundaries, beat several personal records and gave 

myself a small insight into what it must have been like for those early intrepid aviators. I made the 

decision that I was going to fly in 2018’s long jump almost as soon as I read the reports from 2017 

although it had been an aspiration of mine for 2 or 3 years. My decision was aided by the fact that I 

was now flying a 105 so any attempt could be a little more competitive. 

 

I made quite a few preparations throughout September including collecting 8 titanium tanks (kindly 

lent to me by Rick Vale), studying charts, calculating consumption and load and sourcing quite a few 

ratchet straps to carry tanks on the outside of the basket. I had decided that I would fly with all 8 

titaniums plus two of my worthington master cylinders and possibly an extra worthington 

(depending on the temperature on the day). I would also inflate off a separate tank.  

 

Once into October, I became obsessed with checking pressure charts and gradient winds. I hadn’t 

really anticipated how tactical the long jump was in this respect until then. Should I take an 

opportunity early on in the month then risk seeing a better opportunity later on and regret being 

impatient? I had several possible routes in mind so I was initially looking for particular wind 

directions. Perhaps I was doing this the wrong way round though and should have identified good 

weather before deciding upon a route? The 1st of the month offered a chance to fly from Scotland; 

perhaps I should have been more prepared to get myself up there? In danger of over-thinking it, I 

made a loose plan in my head that I would keep looking for one of my desired directions until half 

way through the month and if nothing had presented itself by then I would start to think outside the 

box. A couple of opportunities went by but I passed on them, mainly due to lack of decent speed at 

height. Although it was to be my first long jump, I had set myself an ambitious target of 200 miles.  

Storm Callum hit the country mid-month and we had a lot of rainfall. It was forecast to be followed 

by a period of high pressure though. Over that weekend, I had my eye on a possible slot for 

Wednesday 17th. The direction would allow me to fly from South Wales to Yorkshire. I decided to 

review it on Monday morning by which time, there was a decent 30mph at 10,000 feet but anything 

under 6,000 feet slowed down to as little as 2-3mph. I could fly from Wales at a good altitude but 

would have to descend north of Birmingham and East Midlands and I couldn’t afford to slow down 

to such a low speed and virtually stop. High pressure was clearly going to be dominant on 

Wednesday and so I ruled it out.  

However, I remembered something that Mike Scholes had said to me; he and Deborah liked to fly on 

a day where there was an advancing high pressure system. This recollection prompted me to look at 

the day before. It was forecast to be quite a cloudy day, particularly in the morning, with some fog 

and mist around and even some drizzle in certain areas. However, the wind direction/speeds were 

spot on for a South Wales to Yorkshire attempt and the cloud base and visibility were forecast to 



imporove throughout the day. Critically, the wind speeds at lower gradients were still fairly 

respectable 15-25mph but surface speeds were calm first thing. It was worth a shot!  

Two of my colleagues (David Hill and Elizabeth Dixon) were recruited and both were keen to be 

involved (purely to stop me constantly talking about the weather I suspect). I messaged Marcus 

Shepherd as well who lives and works in Lincolnshire but he didn’t take much persuading and 

appeared to leave work almost imediately to pack a bag (perhaps he was having a bad day?) and 

make the 4 hour journey to my house in Stourport. A quick call was also made to my boss to wiggle 

out of tomorrow’s meetings. It is fair to say that I wasn’t particularly productive at work that day but 

some would say that isn’t too different from any other day.  

 

Marcus and I got up at 4am. “I’ve got up earlier than this for normal flights” I thought. We were very 

careful not to wake up my 2 year old daughter and ruin, my partner, Alison’s day. We travelled to 

Ludlow to pick up David and Elizabeth before driving down to Newport City Airfield (Upfield farm), 

just 1 mile north of the Bristol Channel; I had made arrangements the day before with the owner, 

Ken. We set up (which took us a while as we were not accustomed to fixing tanks on the outside of 

the basket) and I was airborne at 0830. Despite some drizzle and fog on the drive to Wales there was 

actually some blue sky on take-off and it was clear enough to easily see across the Bristol Channel.  

The forecast wind direction seemed spot on and I gently climbed until I was tracking about 020; the 

direction I needed to go north of Birmingham airspace (about 80 miles away). Cloud was now below 

me and I was basking in surprisngly warm sunshine. The direction was not constant though and at 

around 6,500 feet I was getting two much right so a continued climb to 10,000 feet brought me back 

round to the left. Over the next 3 hours, time went quickly and I was busy monitoring my direction 

carefully. A few degrees difference was enough to take me quite a few miles off my intended track 

so constant adjustments to my altitude were necessary. I was also monitoring my fuel consumption 

carefully. I used the first titanium tank (49L) in 28 minutes but, as you would expect, each one got 

better and by the time I was onto the fifth tank, my consumption was well under 1 Litre a minute. 

Solar warming had to be helping me here! I did find time, however, to take a couple of obligatory 

selfies and I looked out for some familiar sights as I travelled just 3 miles from hom. In this first 

section of the flight, I averaged just under 30mph hitting 35mph at times. Apart from paying close 

attention to my direction it was relatively simple; fly high and fly fast. Things were about to change 

though as I approached Wolverhampton and the northern edges of Birmingham’s CTA.  

Birmingham airspace was as busy as you would expect it to be on a week day (as Cardiff had also 

been) but they gave me a basic service. On descending, I found I had too much right. I was trying to 

think ahead and ensure that I kept my route between Birmingham, Manchester, East Midlands and 

Doncaster airspace completely open. I continued to descend in order to get the left I needed at the 

sacrifice of some speed. I was now going at 20mph at just 1,500 feet over Wolverhampton. Let’s be 

honest; nobody wants to be that low over Wolverhampton! Daventry CTA now sat at 4,500 feet 

above me but at 4,000 feet I knew I had the wrong direction and I would be bringing my flight to an 

early close so I stayed at low level doing my best to maintain at least 20mph. Once north of Cannock 

my ceiling was now raised to 5,500 feet so I decided to see what direction I had at 5,000ft. It was ok 

(just about) so I stayed there for a while now hitting speeds of 46mph at times.  



 

My thoughts were now turning to Doncaster ATZ which, despite being 40miles ahead of me, was my 

biggest potential obstacle to reaching North Yorkshire. I worked out that I didn’t have enough right 

to go east of it so would have to stick to my plan of going west of the ATZ but this would mean I was 

going to need yet more left which I was likely only to get at fairly low level. I was so busy steering 

through airspace and operating the radio that I had to delay my lunch (not a decision I took lightly). I 

was treated to a fly-past by a couple of military jets in formation whilst I ate my cheese and pickle 

sandwich. It got more and more difficult to find the left I needed without sacrificing too much speed 

and eventually, south of Sheffield, I had to resort to going back down to around 1,500feet. At times I 

was doing less than 15mph. It felt painfully slow and I began to wonder whether I would ever get 

myself into North Yorkshire. I persevered, however, until I calculated that I could climb and the right 

would clear me of the ATZ.  

 

I was now using my last two tanks (both worthingtons). Both cylinders were likely to be at around 

20% off full as I had been running both vapour pilot lights from them for the entire flight – now more 

than 6 hours long. As I climbed, the first tank started registering on the gauge sooner than I expected 

which immediately turned my thoughts to landing. I wanted to maximise my distance but I had 

wasted a lot of fuel adjusting my height to get the right direction and had resigned myself to the fact 

that I would not hit my 200 mile target a while ago. I knew it was fairly blustery on the ground too 

which I knew could make a landing tricky/unpredictable and I wanted therefore to allow myself 

enough fuel for several failed approaches. I had no desire to find myself struggling to land with very 

little fuel.  

 

I was just south of Drax power station at around 3,000 feet doing 35mph when I spotted a cluster of 

stubble fields next to the river Ouse. I decided I would attempt an approach into one of them. Once 

clear of the power station I began a decsent at around 800 feet per minute. I felt like I was flying in 

the Nationals again and heading for a JDG; my mind was totally focussed. The balloon wanted to spin 

a lot as it descended so constant adjustments to the turning vents were needed to keep myself 

orientated correctly for landing. A few double burns rounded the descent off nicely and I was 

perfectly lined up for the largest of the fields. I hit the ground doing 24mph, certainly the fastest 

landing I had experienced, and clung onto the RDS line for dear life whilst watching tramline after 

tramline disappear underneath the basket rapidly. Eventually, I came to a rest.  

 

Almost immediately, I was greeted by a typically friendly Yorkshireman who commented that I 

appeared to have quite a few tanks and asked if I had come far. With pride, I told him I had travelled 

from South Wales, 172 miles away, in 6 hours 35 minutes but he appeared disappointingly 

underwhelmed. I think I was expecting a hero’s welcome. Maybe this is not an unusual occurrence 

for him or maybe he is simply difficult to impress? I got his name and number as a witness to my 

landing however and he left me alone to reflect on my flight.  

 



I had done my best to keep Marc, David and Elizabeth informed on my progress throughout the 

flight by texting them my position and intentions as regularly as my phone signal allowed me. They 

had done very well despite not seeing me at all since Newport and on contacting them they were 

less than half an hour away. Unbeknown to me, they had been stopped by the Police near Doncaster 

for overtaking a Lambourgini at approximately 240mph (or possibly a far less impressive traffic 

offence). I packed away what I could and they arrived shortly after I had sat down to rest (possible 

not a coincidence?!). We began the 4 hour journey home. Marc pointed out that he was just 70 

miles from home but his vehicle was 230 miles away on my drive; you just cannot please some 

people.  

  

 

 

My track, showing how much time I wasted getting around Doncaster ATZ. Instead of eating fish and 

chips on the sea front in Scarborough, we had McDonalds at a service station near Selby.  

 

 

 



 

Limited room – at one point I dropped my sparker on the floor of the basket and it proved quite a 

challenge retrieving it when you hardly have enough space to bend your knees.   

   

 

Airborne. There was some blue sky….honestly!                Looking back atT/O airfield 



 

I took my winter coat but it wasn’t needed. I forgot the suncream…  

 

 

My view for the first half of the flight. It didn’t get boring.  

 



 

Obligatory selfie (yes I actually own a selfie stick!).  

 

              

JCB headquarters, Rocester.(left)    Drax power station. ( Right) Landing sight is just out of frame to 

the right. According to Wikipedia, Drax has the highest generating capacity of any power station in 

the UK at 3,906 megawatts. I imagine that was what I used to charge my radios, gps’, vario, ipad, 

camera and phones the night before.  

    



 

 

Landing field was large, dry and distinctly lacking any crowds of welcoming Yorkshire folk to give me 

a hero’s welcome.  

 

 

Waiting for my crew to arrive whilst they were parked around the corner inventing an excuse 

involving law enforcement. 



 
 

The Great British Long Jump 2018 

Name of Pilot……………………Adrian Brown…………………… 

Name of Flight Attendant ……Helen Ashworth ……………. 

Name of Balloon…………G-BXDR ‘ BRIGHT FUTURE’ 

Type and size of Balloon…………Lindstrand 77A 

Date of flight ………… 16th OCTOBER 2018 

Propane at start…….  4 x V30’s & 1 x V20   280lts 

Propane at finish…… 4 x V30’s & 1 x V20   12lts  

Starting place… Harpsden Park, Henley on Thames  

Landing place… ……Grange Farm, Steeple Gidding, Sawtry …. 

Start time……… 11:25 am ……………………………………………… 

Duration of flight…… 3 hours 40 minutes …………………….. 

Straight line distance claimed ……………67 statute miles … 

Average speed………… 19 mph ….…………………………………. 

Maximum height flown………………………………3,000 feet 

Wind direction…………170 then 190 to 200 …………….. 

Witnesses to take-off……Mark Shemilt  …07831 700800 

(inc. tel. no. & email) 

                                         …………………………………………………… 

Witnesses to landing…………Adrian Abblitt … 07971 255264 

(inc. tel no. & email ) 

                                         

Length of landing drag…………47 metres 

 

 

Signature of Pilot…………………Adrian Brown………………… 

  



Long Jumping Duo 2018 
 

For the last couple of years I have flown the Long Jump solo. Whilst this was 
great fun, I’d decided next time to share the experience with able crew chief 
Helen, aka our ‘Muffin Queen’ if she was willing. 
 
Helen said she would like to join me but had a few 
concerns about the amenities on board. All we can say is 
that all precautions were taken and fortunately not 
required. There were however a couple of requests to 
joining me for our flight.  
 
Firstly, providing lunch (including muffins) and secondly, 
and by no means least, writing the following report. For 
this, my part of the report, I would like to thank all those 
involved with ‘Plan A’, first choice launch site from the 
Cotswolds, and apologies for having to cancel due to an 
unfavorable change in wind direction. Maybe we’ll come 
and try again next year. 
 
Thank you to Mark Shemilt for providing an alternative airfield and assisting 
with the launch. Many thanks to Andy Males and Jeff 
Roberts for a top retrieve; arriving within 5 minutes of 
our landing. 
Special thanks to Helen, for not only keeping us fed, 
watered and being excellent company as usual, but for 
your continued support, enthusiasm and ever ready 
‘can do’ attitude. I’m glad you enjoyed the flight and 
thank you for your excellent report below. Shall we do 
it all again 
next year? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Long Jump, Tuesday 16th October 2018 

 

Almost immediately after last years Long Jump we were thinking about this 

years, except it would be the pilot Adrian Brown and a plus one Helen 

Ashworth. 

We had been lucky enough to recruit a very enthusiastic team member this year 

called Andy, who is retired and is happy to crew when needed and was very 

much up for the Long Jump. 

 

Fast forward to September and chat had already begun 

about the Long Jump, mainly when we were all available. 

We had been to the One Man Meet the first weekend in 

October and all the cylinders were now empty, so the 

Monday evening was a good time to configure them in the 

basket and find out how ‘compact’ it was going to be. It 

was and words sardines and tin sprang to mind! 

 

Adrian refuelled and we were nearly ready to go. We 

made list of what we were responsible for including cycling helmets. I went 

home with my list and my husband was looking at it and questioned the cycling 

helmet. I explained it may be a faster than usual landing. His response was ‘well 

I hope you don’t damage the helmet’.  

 

The rest of the week was out of the question because of work, holidays and the 

weather, however, the following Wednesday looked promising. Westerly wind 

that would take us towards home from the Wales area. On Friday I looked at 

possible launch sites between Hereford and Newport, I found a couple and 

passed them over to Adrian. He also primed the crew. In the meantime Adrian 

had been in contact with a pilot friend Jeff Roberts who is also retired and asked 

if he would like to help out and he said yes. 

 

On the very rainy Sunday, I spoke to Adrian on the phone. The weather had 

changed for the Wednesday, it had become unsettled, with light and variable 

wind but the Tuesday looked much better, although the direction was now south 

westerly. Adrian spoke to the crew to re-arrange for Tuesday; he also asked Jeff 

if he knew of anyone in the south west that had use of a launch site. Mark 

Shemilt had been mentioned a couple of times, a pilot with access to a field in 

Henley on Thames. 

Sunday night it was confirmed to the Team to meet in Litlington Village Hall 

car park at 7am, Tuesday. 

 



The ‘Welfare’ department went in to action: muffins were made, wraps and fruit 

purchased and the unenviable bagged up milk bottle-say no more! Hat, gloves, 

thermals, sunglasses, reading glasses, sparkly wellies, camera, note pad and pen 

and the cycling helmet. Adrian concentrated on the radios, maps, straps, cold 

drinks and cycling helmet. 

 

On Tuesday 16th we met in Litlington just before 7am with Andy feeling under 

the weather with a cold but was still keen to come along. We took the two hour 

trip down to Henley on Thames stopping at Beaconsfield Services for a coffee.  

The ground was quite wet from the two days of rain we had just had but we were 

confident by the afternoon we could pack the envelope away dry. 

 

Mark, his son and Bingo the cockapoo met us in the car park as arranged we drove 

up to the launch field, it was a good job we had four wheel drive going up the wet 

slope in the field! The early morning mist began to clear and the sun was starting 

to shine through. Mark very kindly helped us set up and wanted to stay to see us 

launch and he also gave us the frequencies for Benson, Booker and Brize Norton 

should we need them and pointed out the SA’s in the area. 

 

We had five cylinders in the basket (1 V20 and 

4 V30’s) and one strapped on the outside for 

inflation that we left behind. 

At 1120 I climbed into the basket which was an 

experience in itself and we left at 1125. The 

plan was to change from the sparkly wellies to soft shoes as I had had 

a sore foot over the previous weeks, however, I ditched that idea when 

I couldn’t even bend down to pick the shoes up! It was slightly cloudy 

with a wind of 14kts and we headed off in a NNW direction, travelling 

up the Thames, contacting Wycombe’s airspace at 1145. At 1150 we 

had our first tank change, swapping the V20 to the first of the V30’s, using our 

trusted blue sticky tape to cover the gauge on the used cylinders. We travelled 

through a small layer of industrial haze to where the sun was shining and actually 

quite hot!  

 



After all the excitement it was time for a muffin, ensuring the pilot had one with 

plenty of dates in as there and been complaints on a recent outing! We were now 

at 3000ft flying over very large houses with vast grounds. We soon left Wycombe 

and thanked them for their assistance before making contact with Halton at 1227. 

Our first V30 needed changing 1237, by now we were travelling over Aylesbury 

at 22kts in NNE direction. At 1248 we left Halton and again thanked them for 

their assistance. By now it was a beautiful day, so much so that we could have 

done with SPF50, but unfortunately the ‘Welfare’ department had failed in this 

area! We headed towards Leighton Buzzard trying to contact Luton approach 

from 1259 onwards, naturally they were very busy but we made contact with them 

at 1302. We hit Leighton Buzzard at 1310 and decided it was wrap time, 3000ft 

whilst travelling at 19.4kts and listening carefully to the radio. It was at this point 

Adrian looked worried and says to me ‘I’ve lost my sunglasses!’ My reply ‘there 

on yours eyes!’, his reply ‘this isn’t for the report’. We finished our lunch and left 

Luton approach at 1323 before contacting Cranfield whilst flying over Woburn 

at 1328. Cranfield advised us of gliding activity on Dunstable Downs and low 

cloud. We spoke to them a couple of times to confirm our location for departing 

aircraft. We dropped through the industrial haze to 1500ft and made contact with 

the retrieve who were not far behind us. At 1335 we changed to our next V30, 

blue taping the used cylinder before moving on to the next one. 

 

The visibility was good by now and we could see Kempston in the distance and 

the Milbrook test track to our right. At 1349 we left Cranfield who wished safe 

onward travel.  

At 1400 we were travelling at 17kts at 1700ft, where our direction took us over 

Bedford Aerodrome with all the new cars on the disused runways, Palmer 

Motorsport with their test circuit and a Red Bull test facility near Bedford Prison. 

The next V30 didn’t last that long and we wanted to leave it with 10% spare, so 

at 1412 we changed to our last V30 near Sackville. We had slowed up to 12.4kts 

now and decided it was banana time. We could see Sackville airstrip to our left 

and Adrian commented ‘Wouldn’t it be funny if Tim saw us?’ before he had 

finished his sentence the phone began to ring. We were fumbling around to find 

the phone and missed the call but a message appeared from Tim saying ‘We can 

see you’. We both looked at each other and said how spooky was that! 

 

At 1423 we had a good view of Grafham Water to our right and the A14 directly 

ahead of us. We made contact with the retrieve to find out their location and they 

were at the A1/A14 interchange. Flying over Hungry Hill we offered it two 

banana skins which it graciously accepted. We crossed the A14 at 1440 travelling 

at 14.5kts, the flags at a nearby industrial estate looked very taught in the wind. 

We informed the retrieve of our intention to find somewhere to land shortly and 

they acknowledged they could see us. 

 



We began to stow everything loose in the basket, plus the electronics that we no 

longer needed, flight bag, pilot restraint on and got out our cycling helmets with 

me being mindful of my husbands request not to damage it! The last tank started 

to register as we flew along the side of Hamerton Zoo Park trying not to upset the 

residents and we were aware of the large pylons ahead. We decided to fly over 

them and look for somewhere beyond to land. The land is pretty flat in this area 

with lots of fields and farms around, so finding somewhere wasn’t an issue. 

Adrian picked the field he wanted, it was near a farm with good access. I was 

assigned to the middle of the basket whilst Adrian took the front with the rip line. 

Landing positions were taken although there really wasn’t much room for this 

and the ground was approaching fast. We hit the ground fairly hard and tipped 

over, then began the long drag whilst ripping out. 

Adrian appeared to be bouncing along the ground 

some what so I grabbed his free arm in some 

attempt to keep him off the soil. Finally, after 50 

metres we came to a halt with rather a large pile 

of soil in front of us with an indentation of 

Adrians body in the middle! 

 

We climbed out slightly muddy but full of 

adrenaline. The farmer was in the yard but 

didn’t come over. We contacted the retrieve to give our location and they were 

just coming up the track to the farm. Jeff our very experienced pilot quickly 

spoke to the farmer who seemed more upset that we had messed up his neatly 

ploughed field but his wife was very chatty when she learned where we had 

come from. We started to pack away and although the field surface was dry the 

mud was so sticky that it just clung to our boots! We were not able to take the 

vehicle on the field but after quite a few trips with the cylinders, burner, frame, 

envelope and the basket with 5kgs of mud stuck to it we started to replace the 

soil that we had disturbed, all 50 metres of it! 

 

We changed our footwear 

and Adrian took a gift down 

to the landowner who by 

now had calmed down and 

we all left happy. 

 

According to the satnav we 

were only 35 miles from 

home. 



We drove back to Royston and went to the local Wetherspoons pub for dinner, 

sharing photos and memories of the day.  

 

I would like to thank Mark for 

helping out at the launch site, Jeff 

for coming to join us for the day-

sorry you didn’t get a longer stop 

at the services! To Andy for 

driving, we know you weren’t 

feeling great but hope you 

enjoyed yourself. Finally, a huge 

thank you to my friend Adrian for 

letting me fly with you on the 

Long Jump, it was a fantastic 

experience and I’m glad I didn’t 

have the task of explaining to 

Jeremy about any damage to the 

cycling helmet! NEXT YEAR? 

 
 

 

 
 



The Great British Long Jump 2018 

 

Name of Balloon - Ascent G-CCVZ 

Name of Pilots - Richard Pugh & Terry McCoy  

Balloon Size - 0-120 

Date of Flight - 25th October 2018 

Propane at start - 320 litres plus inflation tank. 

Propane at finish - 160 litres 

Starting Place - The Chase Hotel, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 

5LH 

    01989 763161 

Landing Place - Mill Farm, Stanton St. Bernard - SU 0916 6119 

Start Time - 11.45am 

Duration of Flight - 4.15 hours 

Straight Line distance claimed - 43.7NM (50.255 miles) or (80.9KM) 

Average Speed - 10.4Kts 

Maximum height flown - 5100 feet 

Wind direction - SSE 

Witnesses to take off - The Manager and staff at The Chase Hotel. 

  Tel: 01989 763161 - Email: res@chasehotel.co.uk 

Witnesses to landing - Clementine Perrins 01672 851334 

Length of landing drag - 40 yards 

Crew - Mark Pope & Matthew Mullins 



 

 

The Great British Long Jump 2018 

Ascent Balloon G-CCVZ 

 

Pilots 

Richard Pugh and Terry McCoy 

 



Pre Long Jump Planning 

 
We decided back in the summer that we were going to have a go at the Long 

jump this year. 

 

We met up in a pub with the aeronautical chart and planned a route. We both 

decided we were going to try and take off from our local launch site in Bath to 

make things a little easier for short notice flights. 

 

We worked out we had enough gas bottles but we would need to borrow a bigger 

basket to fit them in. 

 

We managed to borrow a 105 basket and got all the tanks to fit nicely. 

We sorted various crew to be on standby. 

 

We even got the chance to do a test flight before hand to make sure everything 

worked etc. 

 

So now we were just waiting for the right weather and direction. 

 

I had a family holiday planned at the end of October and needed to get the 

flight done before this. 

 

Time started to tick away with our original plan not working so we started 

looking at different options. 

 

We cancelled a few times due to the forecast, which we should have ignored, 

got up early and had a look for ourselves as the forecast was wrong. 

 

Time was nearly up now so we knew we just had to get a flight done however 

long.  

With one day left of flyable weather we decided to go for it and we would like 

to take off somewhere around the Ross-on-Wye area. 

 

It was 8pm and I needed to find a launch site quick. I posted a message on 

facebook to ask for help.  Within 10mins I had two places to contact. 

 

I rang the Chase Hotel who agreed we could take off from their hotel. 

  



The day of the flight. 

 
We all met up in our yard in the morning of 25th October and headed off Ross-

on-Wye. 

We arrived at the hotel about 10am. There was no point meeting any earlier as 

we were waiting for the wind to pick up and back as forecasted. 

 

We entered the hotel to meet with the Manager and had morning tea. 

 

The hotel were exited about the flight.  They wanted to post pictures on 

facebook. and follow our progress during the day (always nice to meet balloon 

friendly people). 

 

We set up on their front lawn, cold inflated and called the staff out so they 

could watch to take off. 

 

We took off at 11.45am 

 

The Flight 

 
We took off and climbed to about 2000 feet.  Unfortunately the wind direction 

hadn't backed as forecasted which still meant our flight would only take us a 

far as Salisbury Plain. Also the cloud base was quite low and we had to come 

back down to about 1800 feet, which also meant we weren’t going to get the left 

that we wanted. 

 

Current speed was between 8 and 10kts, which stayed the same for the whole 

flight. 

We carried on at this height heading straight towards the Forest of Dean and 

passed over a few nice towns. 

 

45mins into the flight it was now time for the first tank change. We were over a 

place call Lower Soudley and the River Severn in front of us with a slightly 

misty view of the Severn Bridges. 

 

After 1 hour we approached the River Severn, just as we got level with it we 

encountered some bad wind turbulence which caused the balloon to rock around 

a bit. 



 

The same thing happened when we reached the other side of the river. 

 

I had spoken to the crew a few times at this point, but they were tracking us 

anyway on an app call Life 360. 

 

I think at this point they were looking for somewhere for lunch (probably 

somewhere expensive as I was paying).  We were now heading towards 

Slimbridge.  We had to pass over this at 2000 feet which put us back in the 

cloud for a little bit. 

 

We changed our 2nd tank after 1.5hrs we were over the M5 heading towards 

Stinchcombe Golf Club. The Club is right on top of a hill surrounded by trees.  (I 

might play there one day). 

 

We now had a gap in the clouds which meant we could climb to about 5000 feet 

where the wind picked up to about 20 kts and our direction had changed by a 

few degrees which meant we should miss Salisbury Plain and get a longer flight. 

 

Unfortunately we couldn’t stay up at that height for long as there was a lot a 

cloud around. 

 

The third tank change was over a village called Sherston at 2pm. 

We were now over Hulavington Airfield which is near the M4. I radioed the crew 

to see where they were. They had just pulled into Leigh Delamere service’s to 

get some fuel. 

As we approached the M4 we saw the crew for the first time coming up the slip 

road.  

 

Now at about 2.45pm we were over a town called Calne. It was time again to 

change another gas tank. We flew right over the middle of Calne with the 

beautiful Bowood Estate on our right which is a massive no landing area. 

 

About an hour or so later we were in the Vale of Pewsey and getting closer to 

Salisbury Plain which you can’t fly over. 

 

We came down low to start looking for grass fields and it was quite hard to tell 

if it was grass or new crop growing.  

 

The ground speed at this point was about 8kts and we knew we were going to 

have a drag landing. 



 

We landed in a nice grass field at 4.15pm, the crew were there waiting (ish). 

 

They nipped down the road to the local farm and got permission to come and get 

us. 

 

We soon got packed away and were on our way back, with everyone looking 

forward to a pint! 

 

This is the first time we have had a go at the long jump and look forward to 

trying it again next year. 

 

Richard Pugh 

  



  



  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Great British Long Jump  
 

 

Name of Pilots: David Stagg,  Sean Simington    

Crew: Jon London 

Type and Size of Balloon: Cameron N 120 

Date of Flight: 31st October 2018 

Propane at Start: 360 Litres in six tanks 

Propane at Finish: 110 Litres in two tanks 

Starting Place: Crowfield Airfield Suffolk  OS 155  128572 

Landing Place: East Ruston Norfolk OS 133 345 288  

Start Time: 09.10 

Landing Time 11.40 

Duration of Flight: 2.5  

Straight Line Distance Claimed: 46.6 Miles  

Average Speed: 18.64 

Maximum Height: 3,300 

Wind Direction: 195 – 230 degrees 

Witness to Take Off: Ross Williamson  ( Airfield Manager)  

Witness to Landing: Susan Love-  Landowner.  

Length of Drag: Thirty metres 

Signature of Pilot 

 

 



“I travel not to go anywhere, but to go. I travel for travel's 

sake. The great affair is to move.” 

― Robert Louis Stevenson, Travels with a Donkey in the 

Cevennes.  

We moved. Just! 

This year I decided that in retirement now I should not sit around doing very 

little although that is the most enjoyable part  having spent over forty years 

trying to guide young minds through their education here in the wilds of East 

Anglia. Busy doing nothing.   The educationalist Sir Ken Robinson suggested 

that “Sometimes getting away from school is the best thing that can happen to a 

great mind.” That definitely applies to me without the great mind though! 

I duly registered for the Great British Long Jump for the first time since 1992. 

Looking back, as I write,  my performance did not improve. “Could do better” 

would apply here.    David Stagg and I thought we had the whole month to have 

a run at it and did absolutely nothing.     When we heard that a balloon had 

flown up from the West Country and landed in North Norfolk it rather took the 

hot air out of our balloon.    

Having recovered we drew on the inspiration of  Baron de Coubertin who 

encouraged the modern Olympic games in the true spirit of competition.  "The 

most important thing in the Olympic Games is not to win but to take part, just as 

the most important thing in life is not the triumph but the struggle. The essential 

thing is not to have conquered but to have fought well."  The Olympic motto 

consists of the Latin words Citius, Altius, Fortius , Swifter, Higher, Stronger. 

The motto, introduced in 1924, was meant to spur the competitors to embrace 

the Olympic spirit and perform to the best of their abilities.   David and I did not 

exactly live up to the motto but we, at the very least, took part.  

Following on from that we left all major  planning and thoughts of taking part 

until the 30th October.   The weather for the following day was looking just 

about right for us to throw ourselves into the air with gay abandon and at least 

put an entry in.   The shame involved of being a “no show” was too much to 

bear. Talk is so cheap.  

 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1346295
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1346295


A quick chat on the telephone with David and the detailed plan was in place.  

We decided to contact Crowfield Airfield, just north of Ipswich in Suffolk and 

see if we could get permission to take off from there.  With the go ahead 

confirmed  we continued to organise ourselves.    Retrieve was secured.   It is 

surprising how many friends you do not have in ballooning when you suggest 

something like that.     Jon London with a day off  work  at Norwich Airport, 

volunteered.   

With a meeting time of 06.30 we made our way to Crowfield and were 

welcomed by Ross Williamson and his family.    It was a great meeting as Ross 

had been a pupil at the school I taught in.  A blast from the past.  He had more 

than survived the experience!  He was no not only a farmer but was a qualified 

pilot and instructor.   I could not remember any “bollickings”  he might have 

had to endure.  

We were left to get ourselves sorted.    This last day of October had dawned 

cold and frosty, bright and clear.  Ideal  for a Long Jump.    We were in fact  

giving it the Short Jump, hopefully with our wind direction, to the North 

Norfolk coast.   With conditions calm on the ground we got the balloon inflated 

without a hitch.  

    

 

 



Gear, maps etc  was stowed and of course the supply of caffeine and 

my rather nice Saint Agur cheese bagel, prepared earlier,  which I was 

looking forward to in flight. David Stagg was at the controls and was 

soon, after all the pre-flight checks,  ready to get the balloon in the air. 

 

 

 

Excellent take off and gentle climb up through the inversion and into 

the warmth of autumn morning sun.  Within a few hundred feet we 

were moving along at over 20 Knots.    The direction was just as 

predicted.  Surely something was going to go wrong.     We climbed 

well above the Mendelsham Television Masts.  We did not need to 

tangle with them. 



 

 

 

Smooth take off!  



We had great view back to the airfield.   We continued to climb up to 

get an idea of direction.    Our ideal height to give us our best distance 

was achieved at between 2,500 and 3,500 ft.     Speed on the ground 

remained gentle and we were not expecting any fillings to come loose 

nor fall out at the end of the flight during the landing phase.  

 

 

Our tour of the East Anglian homelands continued without a hitch.  

We did partake in a little navigation, for the record.  We enjoyed the 

heat of the sun on our backs.  Jackets off.  What an absolute privilege 

to be alive and  flying on such a perfect day.  

We came north a little to the east of Eye and Diss.  The town made 

famous by that well known sixties East Anglian  pop star, the Singing 

Postman, Alan Smethurst,  with his ditty “ A Little Miss from Diss”    

More widely known for his number one hit though,  “Hev Yew Gotta 

Loight Boy”  All available on You Tube if you want to research a little 

further into  the musical and  cultural background of Norfolk. 



Onwards we flew maintaining height and direction.  Over the airfield of 

Thorpe Abbots home of the USAF  Bloody Hundreth Bombardment 

Group in the last war.   There is a fine museum located in the restored 

contol tower.     A little further  to the north was the First World War 

Airship base at Pulham.  You could clearly spot the old hardstands for the 

hangers that housed the “Pulham Pigs.”  One of those hangers is now sited 

at Cardington.  No charge for the history lesson.   

 

 

 

Time passed by quickly and before long we radioed Norwich Air 

Traffic to make them aware of our intentions.   Very obliging they 

were.    To the north of this fine city we could pick out the various 

Norfolk Broads; Wroxham, Ranworth etc.    The Norfolk Broads is 

perhaps the only National Park which is not an area of outstanding 

natural beauty.    The broads are in fact the consequence of medieval 

peat diggings exploited by the monastic settlements of the time.   Last 

summer having lived all but two years of my life in Norfolk I went for 

my first holiday on the Broads. (It was in fact my honeymoon and 

what a splendid time we had. Shiver me timbers boys!   Highly 

recommended. We digress.)   As we flew over and looked down on 

the broads we could clearly spot the otters feeding on the fish. Not a 

popular sight for the sporting fishermen.     



David “Attenborough” Stagg continued with his flying duties 

 

 

 

Everything was going to plan and once to the north east of Norwich 

we decided to descend a little to attempt to pick up a little more west 

in our track in order to maximise our distance.    We managed to alter 

direction.   The coast was rapidly approaching and there was a need to 

consider options.  A low approach gave us about 12 knots over the 

broads and therefore we concluded we would not be having a stand up 

landing on the beach.  Our direction was also taking us towards the 

Bacton North Sea Natural Gas Terminal. We did not need to be 

messing with that. There would be no prizes for landing in there.  

 



 

Another low approach gave us a more gentle speed with a good deal 

of right on the ground but there was a little more of the slow, slow, 

quick, quick slow going on.  Time for the committee landing process.    

The large stubble fields were alluding us. We eventually spotted a 

stubble field and the approach was good but the right was gone.  We 

took the option of the edge of a potato field.  10 knots over the 

electric wires and in we went.   Two bounces and we were in safe and 

sound. Well done David.    

Mrs Love, the landowner, came bounding over the fields to give us a 

warm  welcome.   Not only that she was holding the key for the gate.  

Jon, our efficient retrieve, was waiting at the end of the track.  What a 

great job he had done.     The only downside, after an inch of rain in 

the last twenty four hours, was that we would have to carry off but not 

before I had enjoyed  the coffee and the longingly awaited cheese 

bagel.   



    

Well,  not the longest, nor the highest and not even the fastest flight in 

the annals of The Great British Long Jump.   We had taken part which 

is  the true Olympic Spirit.    

The young David Stagg 

on the left. Simington still standing, right.  

With the balloon off the field and in the trailer we adjourned to Vera’s 

Café at the local garden centre for refreshments and thence to home.   

the job had been jobbed.  

 

 



 
Deborah Day and Mike Scholes. 

 
On Thursday, 27 September, we set of to Berne, Switzerland to see the 
start of the Gordon Bennett gas balloon race. Arriving at our hotel, we 
were pleased to find that it was hosting the first briefing and an afternoon 
tea, a good opportunity to meet some of the pilots and crew. Team USA 
2 had only two crew so we were asked to join  them. At the champagne 
reception that evening, we learnt a lot at the further briefing.  
 
The next morning, the balloons were rigged and laid out on tarps ready 
to be filled with hydrogen. Filling the balloons was completed by early 
afternoon. It was a spectacular sight seeing twenty gas balloons 
standing on the launch field until night fall. After removing the surplus 
sand bags, each balloon was pushed by its crew to the launch podium 
for its take off, seranaded to the pilots’ national anthem. On Saturday 
evening, we helped  a couple from Chateau d’jeux with the night glow. . 
The balloons were not tethered, so moved position during the music.  
 

 
 
Killing time at Basle airport on Sunday evening, the Long Jump web site 
was called up. Shock and horror, Robin had posted 
a forecast for Monday 1 October and it was ideal for a fast north to south 
flight. 
 
 



It was probably the best long distance flying weather for the month, not 
enough time to get prepared and sort crew. Someone will have used this 
opportunity, [Mark S?].  
 
Four days during the middle of the month were kept free and Tuesday 
23 looked good for a north west to East Anglia flight. Lower winds were 
forecast to be westerly and 330/65.atWork commitments limited us to 
Sundays ex sept 22 and 23 October. FL100, so lots of steerage.  A 
sheltered take off site was needed as surface winds at Moffat were given 
at 280/15, just with 290/15 at our predicted landing time. Worth a shot. 
 
What we got was far worse. A few miles north at Glasgow, at 05.50 the 
wind was 290/24 gusting 35 knots. Worse still, the TAF for Stanstead at 
our landing time was now an awful 300/35 gusting 47. up and drive 
home. 
 
On the way home, at a service area the METARs for Cambridge and 

Stanstead gave only 9 and 12 knots respectively so had we got off, we 

could have landed safely. How did the Met Office get it so wrong? Years 

of practise perhaps? Can we claim 800 miles of diesel from them? Let’s 

hope for better forecasting next year. Many thanks to Celia Morley for 

her driving. 

 

 


